
UM - UNDERVISNINGSMINISTERIET

John Lyding (L116)
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Unfortunately, the postmark on the illustrated
cover is not legible as it might provide an additional
clue to the user. The "UM" perfin pattern is listed
as pattern U3 on page 41 of David Stump's List of
Danish Perfins: Firma Peforereas, and no user is
listed. Fortunately, Danske Firmaperforeringer,
1983 by Peter Engebrech identifies this pattern as
perfm pattern U5. The identification in the latter
catalog has a different, but recognizable spelling.

A44 - The American Bank

John F. Lyding (L116)

Here is a question for the U.S. Catalog Editor.
Perlin pattern A44 was listed on page 3 of the
Catalog of United States Perfins, 1979. The user
was unknown; however, the location was listed as
San Francisco, CA. The pattern was deleted in a
Additions & Corrections Pages and therefore did
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The back of the cover has a receiving mark dated
"??j25jI8" which when coupled with the 5 /Jre
stamp showingKing Christian IX, is an indication of
usage in 1918. The usage clue may be the
embossed seal used to seal the envelope flap which
is white on a red background and has the following
le tt ering arou nd t he ci rcumference ,
"UNDERVISNINGSMINISTERIET".

not appear in "The Checklist of U.S. Perfins" by
Paul Mistretta that was published in The Perfins
Bulletin.

I pulled the photocopyshown on the next page out
of my files while doing some reorganization.
Unfortunately, the source is unknown. If you are
the owner of this cover, please contact me at: P.O.
Box 3342, Crofton, MD 21114
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College Becomes Univer sity

Douglas Cutler (L126)

Dr. J ohn T. Gul l.1 horn
Department of Sociology & Anthropology

Michigan State U niversity

East Lansing, Michigan

From _

Award year _ M253
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Pattern M242 was changed by locaI students to
pa ttern M253. The story is that some holes of
pattern M242 were soldered shut and others were
drilled to make pattern M253. The copy below
shows some variations of M253. These are show
the very amateurish job of the students in their shop
class. I believe that one pin in the ~U" broke almost
immediately and that is why we list the incomplete
pattern as M253.

Thanks to member William F. Polzin (#2427) for
supplying the above cover. It also proves that
contact prints can be made with stamps still on the
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cover. It takes a lot longer expos ure tim e and you
have to be very quick in the developer bath, to
prevent over development of the print.

ZPunclo

Joe Laura, Jr . (#1238)

The rather unusual card shown on the following
page has the letter "Z" punched through both the
Ie Ben Franklin 1908 issue and the post card.
There is no clue as to the origin of the punch or its
meaning. Hints and help are desired.
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